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Strong Finish to 2021, Outlook for 2022 – Q4 2021
US equity markets demonstrated strong returns in Q4 2021, while interest rates were broadly stable.  As 2022 begins, interest rates are 
moving higher as the Federal Reserve discusses a faster tapering of monetary stimulus.   The Omicron coronavirus variant rages through 
the US impacting many aspects of the economy.  This Pallas Capital Advisors Q4 2021 review will discuss markets, economics, and gov-
ernment actions to judge the implications for equities, bonds, and commodities.  

US equity markets finished 2021 on a strong note with the S&P500 leading the way up +11.0%.  Corporate earnings’ fundamentals contin-
ued to be strong as companies have thus far been able to manage any inflationary pressures.  Leading sectors included consumer cyclicals 
and technology.  Telecommunications lagged due to stock-specific issues.  NASDAQ was also up 8.4% led by technology stocks, while the 
small-cap Russell 2000 brought up the rear, up only +2.1%. 

Emerging markets were the biggest drag in the quarter, down -1.2%.  The lingering effects of the coronavirus continue to weigh on global 
economic activity, impacting the more cyclical emerging markets.  China is also still battling real estate defaults as well as corporate gover-
nance issues, especially in the technology sector.  International developed markets fared better, up +3.2%.  These markets do not have the 
Chinese corporate governance or real estate issues, but international developed markets have more exposure to cyclical industries which 
have been negatively affected by the surge of Omicron.

Fixed income markets were broadly stable with high yield credit performing a bit better than investment grade.  The Bloomberg Barclays 
Agg Index was flat and the Bloomberg Barclays High Yield Index was up 0.7%.   The 10-year Treasury rate moved up to a high of 1.78% 
on January 10th from 1.51% on December 31st.  A 0.27% move in Treasuries over 10 days was attributed to more hawkish commentary 
out of the Federal Reserve regarding tightening monetary policy at a faster pace.  High yield performed better as the recovering economic 
data enabled credit spreads to tighten.  

Commodity prices rose modestly on the quarter.  Oil held the gains from earlier in the year as the economy continued to recover, while 
increasing fears around coronavirus limited travel demand.  The West Texas Intermediate (WTI) oil price was up 1.3% during Q4 to $76 
per barrel. Gold rallied in Q4 +3.9%, mitigating the loss for 2021 to -4.3%.  Gold prices historically have performed best when real interest 
rates are falling, but real rates began to march higher during the year.  
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Earnings DrivE stocks in thE Long run

Pallas Capital Advisors (PCA) believes that earnings drive stocks over the long run.  PCA capital markets assumptions are constructed 
on the back of our long-run earnings forecasts.  Equity markets in 2021 were fueled by earnings as the S&P500 price to earnings multiple 
actually declined by over 5% during the year.  2022 earnings forecasts have risen to 222, and 2023 is up to 245, per Factset.
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Earnings growth drives stocks which can be seen in the graphic below.  The fastest-growing quintile of companies over a 5-year rolling 
period have averaged a 17% return while the lowest quintile actually declined by -1%.  PCA equities are positioned in quality compa-
nies with a strong 5-year earnings outlook.



Equity MarkEt vaLuations rEasonabLE givEn LEvEL of intErEst ratEs

The S&P500 price to earnings ratio on 2023 earnings is 19x’s which is higher than long term averages but lower than the over 20x’s of the last 
few years.  One way to measure value is through the equity risk premium.  The equity risk premium is measured by the earnings yield of the 
S&P500 minus the risk-free rate.  Given the low interest rate environment, the equity risk premium of 4.9% is still attractive versus history.  
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PCA base case is for long term Treasury rates to drift up over the course of the year.  The sensitivity table below displays various 
appropriate P/E ratios given the equity risk premium and 10 year Treasury. 



Low anD rising trEasury ratEs nEcEssitatE MovE to PrivatE MarkEts for yiELD

Given the very low risk-free interest rate environment, PCA endeavors to invest in higher-yielding securities as a piece of the allocation.  PCA 
runs a barbell process of roughly half of the portfolio in high-grade public, low-yielding debt paired with higher-yielding, higher credit risk 
private debt.  For example, for a comparable credit risk, the private markets are yielding 8.8% while the public market’s high yield rate is 4.0%.  
Private credit yields more than 2x’s public markets at current rates (which are subject to change).
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The information contained herein is for informational purposes only, is not personalized investment advice and should not be construed as a recommenda-
tion to purchase or sell any particular security, sector or strategy to any individual person or entity. The decision to review or consider the purchase or sale of 
any security, sector or strategy mentioned should not be undertaken without consideration of your personal financial information, investment objectives and 
risk tolerance with your financial professional. Past performance should not be considered as an indicator of future results. 

Investment Advice offered through Pallas Capital Advisors LLC, a registered investment advisor.

concLusion

2021 was a very strong year in US equity markets driven by earnings growth.  As the calendar turns to 2022, earnings growth is poised to 
slow but still be positive.  The Federal Reserve has signaled that monetary policy may tighten further.  With the low level of public interest 
rates, private credit markets can provide higher income for a comparable credit risk. Corporate earnings season is about to begin which will 
be monitored closely for any changes in trends.  Pallas Capital will be vigilant in tracking the pandemic, taxes, stimulus, corporate earnings 
etc. and their impacts on markets. 

Sincerely, 

Mark A. Bogar, CFA®, CAIA®
Chief Investment Officer
Pallas Capital Advisors


